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CEO Designate – Comviva  
 

Rajesh is CEO designate at Comviva (a Tech Mahindra Company). Prior to his current role, he 
was the Business Head, Communications, Media and Entertainment (CME) at Tech Mahindra 
for UK, Europe, Middle East, Africa, Asia Pacific, Japan, and India. In the past, he has led Tech 
Mahindra’s Digital Business globally for the Cloud, Data and Analytics, Artificial Intelligence (AI), 
Cybersecurity and Blockchain businesses within Tech Mahindra. 
 
In a career spanning 30 years, Rajesh has led large and diverse global programs and initiatives 
across various organizations. As part of the senior management team, Rajesh has been part of 
Tech Mahindra’s transformation journey where he has contributed significantly to the 
company's strategy and exponential business growth.  
 
Earlier, Rajesh has led digital business globally for the cloud, data and analytics, artificial 
intelligence (AI), cybersecurity and blockchain businesses within Tech Mahindra. In this role, he 
was leading a large team of business unit heads, client partners, capability heads, solution 
teams, delivery teams and sales teams covering digital services across IT applications, 
infrastructure services, BPO services and consulting services across all global markets and 
across verticals. Rajesh has led the Strategic Business Unit for APAC Enterprise Business and 
was responsible for business growth across this region in BFSI, manufacturing, retail-CPG, 
healthcare life sciences, and travel-logistics verticals. 
 
Rajesh has been with TechM for over seven years. Prior to joining TechM he was Global Sales 
Officer (GSO) at Capgemini. Rajesh has held various senior positions with many of the 
multinationals like BCGI, Comverse, Tata, Global Telesystems, and Hughes Network Systems, 
and was based out of both India and Europe for extended periods. Rajesh holds a bachelor’s 
degree in Engineering (Electronics and Telecommunications) and a master’s degree in 
Marketing Management from the University of Mumbai. He has also been part of the 
management development program from Harvard Business School (HBS) and from Ross 
Business School, Michigan University. 


